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The impact of AQA’s change from 8520 to 8525 specifications
DRAFT VERSION 3 – SPECIFICATION CONTENT REDACTED AT REQUEST OF AQA
Brought to you by www.gcsecs.org, the home of:
 Model answers to Programming Projects (former NEA) for teachers only
 The Ultimate GCSE Computer Science Textbook
 The Ultimate GCSE Computer Science Animated Presentations
The above textbook and presentations will be updated to reflect the new 8525 specification in time for September 2020.
When do I teach each specification?
8520 specification is for examination in summer 2020 and summer 2021:
 Year 10 who started in September 2019 (unless taking exams at end of year 10)
 Year 11 who started in Year 10 in September 2018
8525 specification is for examination from summer 2022:
 Year 9 starting in September 2019 (unless taking exams at end of year 10)
 Year 10 starting in September 2020
What’s happening with the Programming Project (former NEA)?
When the original AQA specification was launched, it included an element of 20% assessment by Non-Examined Assessment (NEA). This was cancelled during
the first year due to concerns by Ofqual that the authenticity of the assessment couldn’t be guaranteed. It was replaced by a Programming Project (PP) which
was not assessed, but centres had to show they had offered students the opportunity to spend 20 timetabled classroom hours on the PP which was a board
set task by AQA. The two examinations were changed from 40% each to 50% each. Centres were required to submit a sample of student work to AQA for
verification that students had completed the project. Centres also had to complete an authentication form and timesheet confirming that all students had
been given the opportunity to spend 20 timetabled hours on the PP.
With the new AQA specification, the PP is being replaced by centre-led programming tasks that must be confirmed by a Practical Programming Statement
(PPS). The key changes appear to be:
 No evaluation (potential enhancements / refinements)
 No set format except that students must have the opportunity to design, write, test and refine
 No specific time requirement
 No specific scope for the size of the task(s)
 Assessment of programming skills will be in exam Paper 1.
 Centres will need to sign a PPS to confirm all students had an opportunity to undertake a project
Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525
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As with the PP, any high-level language can be used, but it would be advisable to use C#, Python 3 or VB.net as this is what Paper 1, will be based on
depending on the entry choice.
It’s still an important part of the course because students will be assessed on their ability to design, write, test and refine in Paper 1 which is worth 50% of the
whole qualification.
What’s Pseudo-code?
OCR, EdExcel and AQA have all provided a version of their own pseudo-code for previous examinations that is used when writing exam questions to ensure
consistency in the exams and that students are able to understand the command set. Pseudo-code wasn’t really the right name for this as pseudo-code
doesn’t have any formal structure. OCR have therefore changed this to be Exam Reference Language. EdExcel has changed to a subset of Python. AQA has
stuck with pseudo-code which will use the latest version on its website. Currently, the only version available on AQA’s website is for the old 8520
specification.
Pseudo-code, as detailed on the AQA website, is the language that will be used when presenting code in in exam questions so that all students are able to
interpret it, no matter what programming language they have used at school. This seems unnecessary when exam papers will be customised to C#, Python 3
or VB.net depending on the entry choice. If students are asked to answer a question in pseudo-code, then they can use any code they prefer, including
programming code or their own made up version of pseudo-code or AQA’s pseudo-code.
AQA’s pseudo-code (or the language based on entry choice) will be used if code is presented to students in an exam, particularly for paper 1.
There is no reference made as to the scope of the language (C#, Python or VB.net) that students would be expected to be familiar with. At the moment, it
could be assumed that any question asked should be able to be answered using the language’s equivalent of AQA’s pseudo-code and therefore students
should be familiar with the programming language equivalent of the pseudo-code.
How will AQA deal with syntax in examinations?
From the sample mark scheme “If the syntax is not perfect but the logic flow is unaffected then the response should not be penalised. The case of all program
code written by students is to be ignored for the purposes of marking. This is because it is not always clear which case has been used depending on the style
and quality of handwriting used.”
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Why is this document a draft?
There are some typos in the AQA specification that will be corrected and AQA are in the process of developing their teaching resources so there is
opportunity to feedback to AQA where clarification might be useful in their teaching resources. Some of the questions I have raised include:






The subject specific vocabulary teaching resource only seems to cover pseudo-code which could confuse centres that this is now the pseudo-code
document. It would be useful to know if there is any new pseudo-code for 8525.
There is no reference made as to the scope of the language (C#, Python or VB.net) that students would be expected to be familiar with. It would be
useful if there was a statement to say that all questions could be answered using the language’s equivalent of AQA’s pseudo-code or maybe a list of
commands that could be required from each language.
3.3.6.f/g it’s reasonable that students might be expected to convert a binary bit pattern of 4 colours instead of 2, but the definition of simple hasn’t
been defined and so it would be useful for teachers to know (in additional information) whether this would be limited to 2 bits (4 colours) or how
many bits they should be stretching students to
3.7.1.b there needs to be a mention of how many tables students would be expected to work with in a relational database

Changes from pseudo-code in 8520 specification to pseudo-code in 8525 specification
AQA have not published an updated pseudo-code document yet.
Have any of the exams changed?
There are still two papers worth 50% each:
1. Paper 1: Computational thinking and programming skills
2. Paper 2: Computing concepts
Both papers are now 90 marks each and not 80 marks each.
Paper 1 changes include:
 Paper 1 is now 2 hours (used to be 1 hour and 30 minutes)
 It will now only cover topics 1 and 2 (used to be topics 1-4)
 Design, write, test and refine program code in the chosen language C#, Python or VB.Net
Paper 2 changes include:
 Paper 2 is now 1 hour and 45 minutes (used to be 1 hour and 30 minutes)
 It will now cover topics 3 to 8 (used to cover topics 3 to 7)
 Write and refine SQL code
Other key changes are:
 There is no overlap of topics 3 and 4 on Papers 1 and 2 – topics 3 and 4 are now only on paper 2
 Topic 7 (impact of Computing) is now Topic 8
 New Topic 7 – Relational databases and structured query language (SQL)
Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525
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What’s changed from the original content?
New areas to teach include (numbers relate to new 8525 specification):
 3.2 a programming language that can be tested in the exam – choice of C#, Python or VB.net
 3.2.2.b count controlled and condition controlled terminology
 3.2.6.c specific pseudo-code for RECORD definition
 3.2.11.f syntax and logic errors
 3.2.11.g identify and categorise errors
 3.3.3.b compare quantities of bytes
 3.4.2.a XOR gates, including in 3.4.2c circuit diagrams
 3.4.2.d/e use of Boolean expressions including creating logic circuits from a Boolean expression and vice versa
 3.4.4.a differences between high-level and low-level languages
 3.4.4.c understanding machine code is specific to a family of processors
 3.4.4.e understand that assembly language is not translated
 3.4.5.a role of registers in the CPU (knowledge of individual registers not required)
 3.4.5.e understand different types of memory and their role
 3.5.0.a disadvantages, not just risks, of networks
 3.5.0.b disadvantages, not just risks, of wireless networks
 3.6.2.a pharming as a cyber attack rather than a social engineering method
 3.7.1 relational databases and SQL including reading, inserting, updating and deleting
 3.8.0.a issues related to autonomous vehicles
Areas you no longer need to teach include (numbers relate to old 8520 specification):
 3.2.7.c read/write from/to a text file
 3.3.6.a VDUs
 3.3.8.b create Huffman trees
 3.4.4.a Von Neumann architecture (although still the concept)
 3.4.4.c effect of cache type on performance of CPU
 3.6.1.e pharming as a social engineering method (but it is now in 8525 specification as a cyber attack method)
 3.6.1.hadware
 3.7.0.a ethical issues related to:
o theft of computer code
o copyright of algorithms
o cracking
 3.8 see section on Programming Task above
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The changes are detailed in two tables below.
The first table looks at the changes from the perspective of the new 8525 specification so you can see the new structure and how it relates to the old 8520
specification you have already been teaching.
The second looks at the changes from the perspective of the old 8520 specification so you can adapt your teaching based on what you are already doing
ready for the 8525 specification.
The spec codes refer to the numbering system used in each specification, but each bullet point has been identified with a letter in sequence.
Unfortunately, AQA is the only exam board that has requested their content not be listed in these documents and so it has had to be removed. The
content can still be found by looking up the specification numbers, but this is obviously quite cumbersome and creates a lot of extra work for you as
teachers.
ONLY CHANGES have been included in the tables as most of the specification content remains unchanged.
Green text means that something new has been added.
Red text means that something has been removed.
Orange text is used to highlight a change that is not a clear addition or removal but some sort of other change, for example a clarification or change of
terminology.
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Changes in new 8525 specification order
New Topic 1: Representing algorithms
8525
Spec

3.1.1.d

Learning Objective

8520
Additional Information

Any exam question
Use a systematic approach to
AQA have
requested
that their
notgiven
wherecontent
students are
problem
solving
and algorithm
pseudo-code
will use the
creation
representing
be listed
in this those
comparison
document.
AQA standard version.
algorithms using pseudo-code and
Pleaseflowcharts.
see OCR and Edexcel
comparison
documents for how this had been
originally
Exam questions
will
indicate
the form
of
presented. Apologies that this creates
more
response expected. For
work for you as teachers. OCR
and Edexcel
example, pseudo-code,
have been much more accommodating.
program code or a
flowchart.
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Spec

Learning Objective

Additional Information

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Any exam question where

3.1.1.d

AQA have requested thatstudents
their content
not be
are given pseudo-code
will use the AQA
standard
listed in this comparison document.
Please
see
Use a systematic approach to
version. However, when
OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
problem solving and algorithm
students are writing their own
this
hadrepresenting
been originally
Apologies
that
creation
those presented.
pseudo-code
they may do
so
algorithms
usingmore
pseudo-code
usingas
anyteachers.
form as long OCR
as the
this creates
work for you
and flowcharts.
meaning is clear and
and Edexcel have been much
more
unambiguous.
accommodating.
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Low
Added

Prepare students that
paper 1 exam questions
may also be presented in
program code based on the
entry component chosen.
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New Topic 2: Programming
8525
Spec

3.2.2.a

Learning Objective

Use, understand and
know how the following
statement types can be
combined in programs:
• variable declaration
• constant declaration
• assignment
• iteration
• selection
• subroutine
(procedure/function)

8520
Additional Information

Spec

Learning Objective

3.2.2.a

Use, understand and
know how the following
statement types can be
combined in programs:
• variable declaration
• constant declaration
• assignment
• iteration
• selection
• subroutine
(procedure/function)

The three combining principles
(sequence, iteration/repetition
and selection/choice) are basic to
all imperative programming
languages.
Students should be able to write
programs using these statement
types. They should be able to
interpret and write algorithms
that include these statement
types.
Students should know why named
constants and variables are used.

A theoretical understanding of
condition(s) at either end of an
AQA have requested that
their
content
not
iterative
structure
is required,
regardless of
whether they are
be listed in this comparison
document.
supported by the
Please see OCR and Edexcel
comparison
language(s)
being used.

3.2.2.b

WHILE NotSolved
… Instructions here …
ENDWHILE

3.2.2.b

indefinite iteration,
including indefinite
iteration with the
condition(s) at the start
or the end of the iterative
structure.

Examples of indefinite iteration with
the condition at the end would be:

Students should be able to write
programs using these statement types.
They should be able to interpret
algorithms that include these statement
types.

Low
Added

An example of indefinite iteration with
the condition at the start would be:
WHILE NotSolved
… Instructions here …
ENDWHILE

REPEAT
… Instructions here …
UNTIL Solved

DO
... instructions here ...
WHILE NotSolved
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Students were having to
write algorithms anyway so
this is just tidying up the
specification.

Students should know why named
constants and variables are used.

An example of indefinite iteration with
the condition at the end would be:

REPEAT
… Instructions here …
UNTIL Solved

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

The three combining principles
(sequence, iteration/repetition and
selection/choice) are basic to all
imperative programming languages.

As the terms count
controlled and condition
controlled are now
included in the
specification, these could
be tested in the exam so
ensure your teaching
covers these terms.

OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
An example of definite iteration would
this had been originally
presented. be:
Apologies that
this creates more work for you as teachers. OCR
FOR i 1 TO
5
and Edexcel have been much
more
… Instructions here …
Use definite and accommodating.ENDFOR

ENDFOR
An example of indefinite (condition
controlled) iteration with the
condition at the start would be:

Additional Information

A theoretical understanding of
condition(s) at either end of an iterative
structure is required, regardless of
AQA have requested whether
that their
content not be
they are supported by the
listed in this comparison document.
Please
language(s) being
used. see

documents for how this had been originally
An example of definite (count
presented. Apologies that
this iteration
creates
more
controlled)
would
be:
work for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
FOR I ← 1 TO 5
have been much more accommodating.
… Instructions here …

Use definite (count
controlled) and indefinite
(condition controlled)
iteration, including
indefinite iteration with
the condition(s) at the
start or the end of the
iterative structure.

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Low
Added

The addition of the DO …
WHILE example of
indefinite iteration with
conditions at the end is to
cover the way different
languages use indefinite
iteration. It’s best to stick
to AQA’s pseudo-code here
which is REPEAT … UNTIL
rather than confusing
students with DO … WHILE
as any questions in exams
will be presented with AQA
pseudo-code.
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8525
Spec

Learning Objective

3.2.6.c

Use records (or equivalent) in the
design of solutions to simple
problems.

3.2.10.a

Understand the concept of
subroutines

3.2.11.c

3.2.11.d

3.2.11.e

8520

Additional Information
An example of a record
definition would be:
RECORD Car
make : String
model : String
reg : String
price : Real
noOfDoors : Integer
ENDRECORD
Students should know
that a subroutine is a
named ‘out of line’ block
of code that may be
executed (called) by
simply writing its name in
their
content not
a program statement.

Spec

3.2.6.c

3.2.10.a

AQA have requested that
be listed in this comparison document.
Understand what is meant by
Please see OCR and Edexcel comparison
testing in the context of algorithms
documents
for how this had been originally
and programs.
presented. Apologies that this creates more
Be able to correct errors within
work
for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
algorithms and programs.
have been much more accommodating.
Understand what test data is and
describe the following types of test
data:
• normal (typical)
• boundary (extreme)
• erroneous data.

Boundary data would be
for example:

If the allowed range is 1
to 10, then boundary
data is 0, 1, 10, 11, ie
either side of the allowed
boundary.

Be able to select and justify the
choice of suitable test data for a
given problem.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

3.2.12.c

What difference does it make?
Impact
Learning Objective
Additional Information
What you need to do
Summary
Previously there was no AQA
pseudo-code. Students already
had to understand the RECORD
Use records (or equivalent) in the
structure but in no particular
Low
AQA
requested
design have
of solutions
to simplethat their content not be listed
format. Paper 1 exam questions
Clarified
can now include questions with
in this problems.
comparison document. Please see OCR and
this
RECORD structure in pseudoEdexcel comparison documents for how this had been
code. Ensure students are
originally presented. Apologies that this creates more
familiar with this structure.
work for you as teachers. OCR
Knowand
that aEdexcel
subroutinehave been
is a named ‘out of line’
much more accommodating.
block of code that may
Understand the concept of
None
be executed (called) by
Just a change of words
subroutines
Clarified
simply writing its name
in a program
statement.
Students needed to do this for
the Programming Project
anyway, so this specification
Not AQA 8520
Not AQA 8520
Low
point just means that it can now
Added
be examined in Paper 1. There
may be a theoretical question on
what the purpose of testing is.
This has just been separated into
Be able to select suitable test
two separate learning objectives.
data that covers normal (typical),
Students could now be asked to
boundary (extreme) and
describe different types of test
erroneous data.
AQA have requested that their content not be listed in
data.
thistocomparison
document.
Please see OCR and
Be able
justify the choice
of
A small addition of being able to
data.
Edexceltest
comparison
documents for how this had been
Low
correct errors which means this
2.12.cthis creates more
originally presented. Apologies that
Clarified
can be tested in Paper 1.

work for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel have been
much more accommodating.

Clarification of what boundary
data means.
Also note that justification of the
choice of test data must now be
in the context of a question.
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8525
Spec

Learning Objective

8520
Additional Information

Spec

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Not AQA 8520

Not AQA 8520

Understand that there are

3.2.11.f

3.2.11.g

AQA
havetypes
requested
different
of error: that their content not
• syntaxinerror
be listed
this comparison document.
• logic error.
Please
see OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents for how this had been originally
Be able to identify and categorise
presented.
Apologies that this creates more
errors within algorithms and
work for
you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
programs.
have been much more accommodating.
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What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary
Students will need to be
taught the difference
between syntax and logic
errors and questions in
Medium
paper 1 may ask them to
Added
explain this or they may be
presented with some errors
which they have to
categorise as syntax or
logic.
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New Topic 3: Fundamentals of data representation
8525
Spec

3.3.3.b

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Know that quantities of bytes can
be described
using prefixes.
Know the names, symbols and
corresponding values for the
decimal prefixes:
• kilo, 1 kB is 1,000 bytes
• mega, 1 MB is 1,000 kilobytes
• giga, 1 GB is 1,000 Megabytes
• tera, 1 TB is 1,000 Gigabytes.

Students might benefit from
knowing that
historically the terms kilobyte,
megabyte, etc have often been
used to represent powers of 2.

Be able to compare quantities of
bytes using the prefixes above.

3.3.6.a

8520

The SI units of kilo, mega and so
forth refer to values based on
powers of 10. When referring to
powers of 2 the terms kibi, mebi
and so forth would normally be
used but students do not need
to know these.

Understand what a pixel is and be
Understand what a pixel is and
havehow
requested
that their
not
bepixels
ableAQA
to describe
pixels relate
be ablecontent
to describe
how
tolisted
an image
and
the
way
images
relate
to
an
image
and
the
in this comparison document. Please seeway
are displayed.
images are displayed.

Spec

3.3.3.b

3.3.6.a

OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
this had been originally presented. Apologies that
this creates more work for you as teachers. OCR
and Edexcel have been much
more
The size of an image is
accommodating.
Describe the following for
bitmaps:
expressed directly as width of
3.3.6.b

3.3.6.e

• size in pixels
• colour depth.
Know that the size of a bitmap
image in pixels (width x height) is
known as the image resolution.

Calculate bitmap image file sizes
based on the number of pixels and
colour depth.

image in pixels by height of
image in pixels using the
notation width x height.

3.3.6.b

Know that quantities of bytes can
be described
using prefixes.
Know the names, symbols and
corresponding values for the
decimal prefixes:
• kilo, 1 kB is 1,000 bytes
• mega, 1 MB is 1,000 kilobytes
• giga, 1 GB is 1,000 Megabytes
• tera, 1 TB is 1,000 Gigabytes.

Students might benefit from
knowing that
historically the terms kilobyte,
megabyte, etc have often been
used to represent powers of 2.
The SI units of kilo, mega and so
forth refer to values based on
powers of 10. When referring to
powers of 2 the terms kibi, mebi
and so forth would normally be
used but students do not need to
know these.
Students should know that the
term pixel is short for Picture
Element. A pixel is a single point in
a graphical image.

Understand what a pixel is and
AQAtohave
requested
be able
describe
how pixels that their content not be
relate
to
an
image
and
the way
listed in this comparison
document.
Please
VDUs display pictures
by see
dividing
images are displayed.
the display
screen into
OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents
forthousands
how
(or millions) of pixels, arranged into
this had been originally presented.
Apologies that
rows and columns.

bitmaps:
• image size
• colour depth.

Know that the size of a bitmap
image in pixels (width x height) is
known as the image resolution.

Students only need to use
colour depth and number of
pixels within their calculations.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Additional Information

Low
Added

You would
probably teach
this anyway, but
now questions in
Paper 2 could now
ask about how
many kilobytes in
16 terabytes for
example.

Low
Clarified

This has just
removed some
unhelpful
additional
information.

Low
Clarified

The term “image
size” was often
confused with
“file size” so this
means questions
in an exam would
specifically refer
to the size of an
image in pixels
rather than asking
“What is the size
of this image”.

None
Clarified

This makes no
difference.

this creates more work for you as teachers. OCR
and Edexcel have been much more
Describe the following
for
accommodating.
The size of an image is expressed

Colour depth is the number of
bits used to represent each
pixel.

Size = (bits) = W x H x D
Size = (bytes) = W x H x D /8
W = image width
H = image height
D = colour depth in bits.

Learning Objective

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to
Summary
do

3.3.6.e

Calculate bitmap image file sizes
based on the number of pixels
and colour depth.
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directly as width of image in pixels
by height of image in pixels using
the notation width x height.
Colour depth is the number of bits
used to represent each pixel.

Students only need to use colour
depth and number of pixels within
their calculations.
Size bits = W x H x D
Size bytes = W x H x D /8
W = image width
H = image height
D = colour depth in bits.
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8525
Spec

3.3.6.f

3.3.6.g

3.3.7.c

8520

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Convert binary data into a
bitmap image.

Given a binary pattern that
represents a simple bitmap,
students should be able to
draw the resulting image as a
series of pixels.

Convert a bitmap image into
binary data.

Given a simple bitmap,
students should be able to
write down a bit pattern that
represents the image.
Sampling rate is the number
of samples taken in a second
and is usually measured in
hertz (1 Hertz = 1 sample per
second).

Describe the digital
representation of sound in
terms of:
• sampling rate
AQA
have
requested thatSample
theirresolution
contentisnot
• sample
resolution.
the
be listed in this comparison
document.
number of bits per sample.

Spec

3.3.6.f

3.3.8.e

Huffman coding.

Huffman coding.

Be able to interpret Huffman
trees.

Be able to interpret Huffman
trees.

Represent data in RLE
frequency/data pairs.

Students could be given a
bitmap representation and
they would be expected to
show the frequency and value
pairs for each row,
eg 0000011100000011

Additional Information

Convert binary data into a black
and white image.

Given a binary pattern that
represents a black and white
bitmap, students should be able
to draw the resulting image as a
series of pixels.

3.3.6.g

3.3.7.c

Sampling rate is the number of
Describe the digital
samples taken in a second and is
representation of sound in terms
usually measured in hertz (1
of:
Hertz = 1 sample per second).
• sampling rate
• sample
the number
AQA
haveresolution.
requested thatSample
theirresolution
contentis not
be
of
bits
per
sample.
listed in this comparison document. Please see

OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents
for how
Students
should be familiar
with
this had been originally presented.
the process ofApologies
using a tree to
code.
that this creates more workrepresent
for youtheasHuffman
teachers.
OCR
and
much
more
Explain
how
dataEdexcel
can be have been
Students
should
be able to
accommodating.
compressed using
create or interpret a new
3.3.8.b

Huffman coding.

Be able to interpret/create
Huffman trees.

3.3.8.e

Represent data in RLE
frequency/data pairs. Students
could be given a bitmap
representation

would become 5 0 3 1 6 0 2 1.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Given a black and white bitmap,
students should be able to write
down a bit pattern that
represents the image.

Convert a black and white image
into binary data.

Please see OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents for how this had been originally
presented. Apologies that this creates more
work for you as teachers.Explain
OCRhow
anddata
Edexcel
Explain how data can be
can be
have
beenusing
much more accommodating.
compressed
compressed using

3.3.8.b

Learning Objective

Huffman tree or use a given
Huffman tree to:
• determine the code used for a
particular node within the tree
(encoding)
• determine the node within a
tree given its
code (decoding)
Students could be given a
bitmap representation and they
would be expected to show the
frequency and value pairs for
each row,
eg 0000011100000011

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary
The restriction to black and
white images has now been
removed. However, there
is no indication as to what a
“simple bitmap” is.
High
Students need to be taught
Added
how to convert between
binary and colour images
when the colour depth is
known, possibly up to a bit
depth of 4.
None
It’s a shame that AQA
didn’t take the opportunity
to remove this unusual
None
term “sample resolution”
and replace it with the
industry standard “bit
depth” for sound
After adding in the need to
create Huffman trees in the
last specification, most
teachers will be relieved to
see that it has now been
removed and it’s back to
being able to interpret
High
Huffman trees instead and
Removed
explaining how Huffman
coding works. It’s still
worth teaching higher
ability students how to
create a Huffman tree as it
aids their understanding of
how they work.

None

This has just moved a
sentence from the Learning
Objective to Additional
Information.

would become 5 0 3 1 6 0 2 1.
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New Topic 4: Computer systems
8525
Spec

3.4.2.a

3.4.2.b

Learning Objective
Construct truth tables for the
following gates:
NOT
AND
OR
XOR.
Construct truth tables for simple
logic circuits using combinations of
NOT, AND, OR and XOR gates.

8520
Additional Information
Students do not need to
know about or use NAND
and NOR gates.

Students should be able
to construct truth tables
AQA have requested that their content not
which contain up to
be listed
in this
comparison document.
Interpret
the results
of simple
three inputs.
truth
tables.
Please
see
OCR and Edexcel comparison

Spec

Learning Objective

Additional Information

3.4.2.a

Construct truth tables for the
following gates:
NOT
AND
OR.

Students do not need to know
about or use NAND, NOR and
XOR gates.

3.4.2.b

be able
documents
how this hadStudents
been should
originally
Create, modify for
and interpret
to construct simple logic
simple
logic
circuit
diagrams.
presented. Apologies that this
creates more
circuit diagrams which
work
for
you
as
teachers.
OCR
andupEdexcel
contain
to three
Students will only need to use
inputs.
have
been
much
more
accommodating.
NOT, AND, OR and XOR gates
within logic circuits.

3.4.2.c

Students will be expected to
understand and use the following
logic circuit symbols:
AND
NOT
OR
XOR

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

3.4.2.c

Construct truth tables for simple
logic circuits.

Students should be able to

construct
truth tables
AQA have requested that their
content
not which
be
Interpret
thethis
results
of simple
contain up toPlease
three inputs.
listed in
comparison
document.
see
truth tables.
OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
Students should be able to
this had been originally presented.
Apologies
construct simple logic circuit
that this creates more workdiagrams
for youwhich
as teachers.
contain up to
three inputs.
OCR and Edexcel have been much
more
accommodating.
Students will only need to use
Create, modify and interpret
simple logic circuit diagrams.

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Medium
Added

You now need to teach
students about XOR gates
as well as AND, OR, NOT.
XOR gates aren’t too
difficult, but it means a lot
of changes to teaching
materials.

AND, OR and NOT gates within
logic circuits.
Students will be expected to
understand and use the
following logic circuit symbols:
AND
NOT
OR
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8525
Spec

3.4.2.d

3.4.2.e

8520

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Create and interpret simple
Boolean expressions made up of
NOT, AND, OR and XOR operations.

Students will be
expected to understand
and use the following
Boolean expression
operators:
. to represent the AND
gate
+ to represent the OR
gate
⊕ to represent the XOR
gate
Overbar to represent
the NOT gate
For example the
expression (A AND B) OR
(NOT C) would be
theirrepresented
content as:
not
A.B+C

Spec

The symbol for XOR gate is
missing. It would normally
be.

3.4.4.a

Know that there are different
levels of programming language:
• low-level language
• high-level language.
Explain the main differences
between low-level and high-level
languages.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

It’s possible you may have
been teaching this anyway
(but without XOR) to help
with understanding
Boolean logic, but
expressions can now be
tested on Paper 2. You’ll
need to ensure students
can create a logic circuit if
they are presented with a
Boolean expression and
write a Boolean expression
for a given logic circuit.

Understand the need for, and
functions of, operating systems
(OS) and utility programs.
3.4.3.b

Students should
understand that most
computer programs are
written in high-level
languages and be able to
explain why this is the
case.

High
Added

Not AQA 8520

AQA have requested that
inexpression
this comparison
document.
Createbe
thelisted
Boolean
for
Please
see
OCR
and
Edexcel
comparison
a simple logic circuit.
documents for how this had been originally
Create a logic circuit from a simple
presented.
Apologies that this creates more
Boolean expression.
work for the
youneed
as for,
teachers.
OCR and Edexcel
Understand
and
functions
operating
systems
haveof,
been
much
more accommodating.
Understand that the OS handles
management of the:
processor(s)
memory
input/output I/O devices
applications
security

Additional Information
Not AQA 8520

(OS) and utility programs.

3.4.3.b

Learning Objective

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Understand that the OS handles
AQA
have requested that their content not be
management of the:
listed processor(s)
in this comparison document. Please see
OCR andmemory
Edexcel comparison documents for how
I/O devices
this had
been originally presented. Apologies
application
that thissecurity
creates more work for you as teachers.

Low
None

Just a clarification

Low
Added

As well as knowing there
are different levels,
students should be able to
explain the main
differences between them.
Differences are any
differences, not just
advantages and
disadvantages.

OCR and Edexcel have been much more
accommodating.
Students should understand

3.2.13.a

Know that there are different
levels of programming language:
• low-level language
• high-level language.
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that most computer programs
are written in high-level
languages and be able to explain
why this is the case.
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8525
Spec

Learning Objective

3.4.4.c

Understand that ultimately all
programming code written in highlevel or assembly languages must
be translated
Understand that machine code is
expressed in binary and is specific
to a processor or family of
processors.
Understand that there are three
common types of program
translator:
• interpreter
• compiler
• assembler.

3.4.4.e

8520
Additional Information

Spec

Learning Objective

3.2.13.d

Understand that ultimately all
programming code written in
high-level or assembly languages
must be translated into machine
code.

Students need to know
that:

Understand that there are three
common types of program
translator:
• interpreter
• compiler
• assembler.

• assemblers and
compilers translate their
input into machine code
directly

AQA have
requested
Explain
the main
differences that their content not
• interpreters do not
between
these
three
types
of
be listed in this
comparison
document.
generate
machine code
translator.
(they call
Please see OCR and Edexceldirectly
comparison
appropriate machine
documents
for
how be
this had been originally
Understand
when
it would
code subroutines within
appropriate
to use
each type ofthat this creates more
presented.
Apologies
their own code to carry
translator.
commands).
work for you as teachers. OCRoutand
Edexcel

3.2.13.g

3.4.5.a

3.4.5.c

A bus is a collection of
wires through which data
is transmitted from one
component to another.

3.4.4.b

Knowledge of specific
registers is not required.

Explain the effect of the following
on the
performance of the CPU:
• clock speed
• number of processor cores
• cache size.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Low
Added
Clarified

Explain
main
differences that their content not be
AQA the
have
requested
between
these
three
types of
listed in
this
comparison
document. Please see
translator.

OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
Understand
it would
be
this hadwhen
been
originally
presented. Apologies
appropriate
use each more
type of work for you as teachers.
that thistocreates
translator.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
A bus is a collection of wires
accommodating.
Explain the role and operation

have been much more accommodating.

Explain the role and operation of
main memory and the following
major components of a central
processing unit (CPU):
• arithmetic logic unit
• control unit
• clock
• register
• bus.

Additional Information

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

3.4.4.c

of main memory and the
following major components
of a central processing unit
(CPU):
• arithmetic logic unit
• control unit
• clock
• bus.
Explain the effect of the following
on the
performance of the CPU:
• clock speed
• number of processor cores
• cache size
• cache type.
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through which data
is transmitted from one
component to another.

Main memory will be
considered to be any form of
memory that is directly
accessible by the CPU, except
for cache and registers.

Students need to
understand that different
families of processors use
different binary patterns
for machine code.
These 2 learning objectives
have been clarified to show
that assembly language
isn’t actually translated into
machine code.

Low
Added
Clarified

You’ll need to teach
students what registers are
used for, but they won’t
need to know what each
one does, e.g. no need to
know MAR, MBR, PC, ACC
etc. However, it might be a
useful teaching exercise to
use an example or to
stretch more able students.

Low
Removed

You no longer need to
discuss different levels of
cache and their
performance on the
processor.

Provided courtesy of www.gcsecs.org

8525
Spec

Learning Objective

3.4.5.d

Understand the different types of
memory within a computer:
• RAM
• ROM
• Cache
• Register.
Know what the different types of
memory are used for and why they
are required.

3.4.5.e

Additional Information

AQA have requested that their
Students
content
should be
not
able
to
explain
the
terms
be listed in this comparison document.
volatile and non-volatile.
Please see OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents for how this hadMain
been
memory
originally
will be
Understand
the
differences
considered
to
be
any
presented. Apologies that this creates more
between main
form of memory that is
workand
forsecondary
you as teachers.
OCR and
Edexcel
memory
storage.
directly
accessible
by the
have been much more accommodating.
CPU, except for cache
Understand the differences
between RAM and ROM.

3.4.5.i

8520

Explain the term 'cloud storage'

Spec

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Additional Information

Not AQA 8520

Not AQA 8520

Medium
Added

Registers have been
mentioned in the new
3.4.5a.
Students will need to know
examples of when these
different types of memory
are used and why.

3.4.4.e

and registers.

Secondary storage is
considered to be any
non-volatile storage
mechanism not directly
accessible by the CPU.
Students should
understand that cloud
storage uses magnetic
and/or solid state
storage at a remote
location.

Learning Objective

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary
RAM, ROM and Cache had
to be taught anyway for
3.4.4b and 3.4.4e so there’s
not much extra here.

Students should be able to
Understand the differences
explain the terms volatile and
main
non-volatile.
AQAbetween
have requested
that their content
not be
memory and secondary storage.
listed in this comparison document.
Please see
Secondary storage is considered
OCR
and Edexcel
comparison
documents
forstorage
how
Understand
the differences
to be
any non-volatile
between
RAM
and
ROM.
mechanism
not
directly
this had been originally presented. Apologies
accessible by the CPU.

Low
Clarified

Students should understand
that cloud storage uses
magnetic and increasingly solid
state storage at a remote
location.

None
Clarified

that this creates more work for you as teachers.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
accommodating.

3.4.4.h

Explain the term 'cloud storage'
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This has just removed an
unhelpful word in the
Additional Information.
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New Topic 5: Fundamentals of computer networks
8525
Spec

Learning Objective

8520
Additional Information

Spec

Define what a computer
network is.
3.5.0.a

3.5.0.c

Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of computer
networks.
Understand that networks
can be wired or
wireless.
Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of wireless
networks as opposed to
wired networks.

3.5.1.a

Know that wired networks can
use different types of cable such
as fibre and copper and when
each would be appropriate.

3.5.1.c

years and will continue to do so.
Students should be aware that a
firewall is a network security
device that monitors incoming
and outgoing network traffic
and decides whether to allow or
block specific traffic
based on a defined set of
security rules.

Advantages and benefits
are pretty much the same
thing.

Discuss the benefits and risks of
computer
networks.
Understand that networks can be
wired or
wireless.

AQA
be listed in this comparison
document.
Students should
understand
Please see OCR and Edexcel
how thesecomparison
methods can work
together
to provide
a greater
documents for how this
had been
originally
level of security.
presented. Apologies that this creates more
work for you as teachers.
OCR and
Edexcel
The capabilities
of firewalls
have
changed
dramatically in recent
have been much more
accommodating.

3.5.0.h

Additional Information

Define what a computer network is.

Students should be able to
explain, using examples, what
each of these security methods
is
and when
could be
used.
have requested that
theireach
content
not

Explain the following
methods of network
security:
• authentication
• encryption
• firewall
• MAC address filtering.

Learning Objective

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Discuss the benefits and risks of
wireless
networks as opposed to wired
networks.

Know that wired networks
can use different types of
cable such as fibre and
copper and when each
would be appropriate.

Low
Added

Disadvantages though
include more than just the
risks so this allows
questions to include
disadvantages that aren’t
risks, for example lower
bandwidth for wireless in
many situations.

AQA have requested that their content not be
listed in this comparison document. Please see
OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
this had been originally presented. Apologies
that this creates more work for you as teachers.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
accommodating.
3.5.1.h

Explain the following methods of
network security:
• authentication
• encryption
• firewall
• MAC address filtering

None
Clarified

This just clarifies the scope
that AQA are looking for in
terms of understanding
what a firewall does.

Students should understand
that MAC address filtering
allows devices to access, or be
blocked from accessing a
network based on their
physical address embedded
within the device’s network
adapter.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525
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New Topic 6: Cyber security
8525
Spec

Learning Objective

3.6.2.a

Understand and be able to explain
the following cyber security
threats:
• social engineering techniques
• malicious code
• pharming
• weak and default passwords
• misconfigured access rights
• removable media
• unpatched and/or outdated
software.

8520
Additional Information

Pharming is a cyber
attack intended to
redirect a website's
traffic to a fake website.

Spec

Learning Objective

3.6.1.a

Understand and be able to
explain the following cyber
security threats:
• social engineering techniques
• malicious code
• weak and default passwords
• misconfigured access rights
• removable media
• unpatched and/or outdated
software.

Penetration testing is the
process of attempting to
gain access to resources
without knowledge of
AQA have requested that their
content
not
usernames,
passwords
and other
normal means
be listed in this comparison
document.
of access.

AQA have requested that their
content not be
Penetration testing is the
listed in this comparison document.
Pleasetosee
process of attempting
gain
access
to resourcesfor
without
OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents
how
knowledge of usernames,
this had been originally presented.
Apologies
passwords and other normal
that this creates more work formeans
you as
teachers.
of access.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
Students should understand
accommodating.
that the aim of a white-box

Please see OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents for how this had been
originally
Students
should
understand
that
the aim
presented. Apologies that this creates more
of a white-box
work for you as teachers. OCR
and Edexcel
penetration test is to
have been much more accommodating.
simulate a malicious
3.6.2.b

Explain what penetration testing is
and what it is used for.

insider who has
knowledge of and
possibly basic credentials
for the target system.

3.6.1.b

Explain what penetration testing
is and what it is used for.

Students should
understand that the aim
of a black-box
penetration test is to
simulate an external
hacking or cyber warfare
attack where the
attacker has no
knowledge of any
credentials for the target
system..

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Additional Information

penetration test is to simulate a
malicious insider who has
knowledge of and possibly basic
credentials for the target
system.

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Low
Clarified

Pharming had been
included within the list of
social engineering
examples in 8520, but it’s
not really social
engineering so has been
moved here.

Low
Clarified

This just clarifies what
black-box penetration
testing is

Students should understand
that the aim of a black-box
penetration test is to simulate
an external hacking or cyber
warfare attack.
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New Topic 7: Relational databases and structured query language (SQL)
This is a completely new topic so there are no references to 8520.
8525
3.7.1.a
3.7.1.b

Learning Objective
Explain the concept of a database.
Explain the concept of a relational database.

3.7.1.c

Understand the following database concepts:
• table
• record
• field
• primary key
• foreign key.
Understand that the use of a relational database facilitates the
elimination of data inconsistency and data redundancy.

Additional Information

Note that whilst the terms entity, attribute and
entity identifier are more commonly used when
an abstract model of a database is being
considered, the terms given here will be used for
both implementations of and abstract models of
databases.

AQA have requested that their content not be listed in this comparison document.

3.7.2.a

3.7.2.b

Be able to use SQL to retrieve data from a relational database,
Please see OCRusing
andtheEdexcel
comparison documents for
how this had been originally
commands:
Exam questions will require that data is
• SELECT
presented. Apologies
that this creates more work
for
you
OCR
and
extracted
fromas
noteachers.
more than two
tables
for any
• FROM
one
query.
Edexcel
• WHEREhave been much more accommodating.
• ORDER BY…ASC | DESC
Be able to use SQL to insert data into a relational database using
the commands.
INSERT INTO table_name (column1, column 2 …)
VALUES (value1, value2 …)
Be able to use SQL to edit and delete data in a database using the
commands.

3.7.2.c

What you need to do
You’ll now need to teach about what a database is and a relational
database with multiple tables. There is no clarification as to how
many tables this could be limited to, so assume the need to deal
with at least 2 tables. It’s unlikely that resolving many to many
relationships would be required.
You also need to ensure students understand the terminology listed
and can give examples and identify examples.
Students should understand the benefits of a relational database in
terms of removing data inconsistency and data redundancy which
will involve an understanding of flat files to show what inconsistency
and redundancy looks like.

Similar to OCR, you now need to teach SQL but unlike OCR you also
need to include ORDER BY and retrieval of data from more than one
table.
In addition, you need to teach about using SQL to modify data in a
database which will include inserting a new record, updating
existing data in a field(s) and deleting records from a table where a
condition is met.
This is something that would only be appropriate to teach to higher
ability students.

UPDATE table name
SET column1 = value1, column2 = value2 ...
WHERE condition
DELETE FROM table_name WHERE condition

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525
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New Topic 8: Ethical, legal and environmental impacts of digital technology on wider society, including issues of privacy
8525
Spec

Learning Objective

8520
Additional Information

Spec

Exam questions will be taken from
the following areas:
• cyber security
• mobile technologies
• wireless networking
• cloud storage
• hacking (unauthorised access to a
computer system)
• wearable technologies
• computer based implants
• autonomous vehicles.

3.8.0.a

AQA have requested that their content not
Explain
the current
Students willdocument.
be expected to
be listed
in this comparison
ethical, legal and
understand and explain the general
Please see
OCR and
Edexcel
comparison
environmental
impacts
principles
behind
the issues rather
documents
for howthan
thishave
haddetailed
been knowledge
originallyon
and risks of digital
technology
on society.
specific
issues. more
presented.
Apologies that this
creates
Where data privacy
work
you
as teachers.
and
Edexcel
issues
arisefor
these
should
StudentsOCR
should
be aware
that
have
been much more
accommodating.
be
considered.
ordinary
citizens normally value
their privacy and may not like it
when governments or security
services have too
much access.

3.7.0.a

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Exam questions will be taken from the
following areas:
• cyber security
• mobile technologies
• wireless networking
• cloud storage
• theft of computer code
• issues around copyright of algorithms
• cracking
• hacking
wearable
technologies
AQA have requested that•their
content
not be
Explain in
thethis
current
computer based
implants.
listed
comparison•document.
Please
see
ethical, legal and
OCR and Edexcel
how
environmental
impacts comparison
Students willdocuments
be expected tofor
understand
and
digital originally
andpresented.
explain the general
principles
thisrisks
hadofbeen
Apologies
technology
society. morebehind
than have
that thison
creates
workthe
forissues
you rather
as teachers.
Where data privacy
detailed knowledge on specific issues.
OCRthese
andshould
Edexcel have been much more
issues arise
be considered. accommodating.
Students should be aware that ordinary
citizens normally value their privacy and
may not like it when governments or
security services have too
much access.

Students should be aware that
governments and security services
often argue that they cannot keep
their citizens safe from terrorism
and other
attacks unless they have access to
private data.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Medium
Added
Removed

“Theft of computer code”,
“issues around copyright of
algorithms” and “cracking”
no longer need to be
taught.
Hacking has just been
clarified.
Issues related to
autonomous vehicles now
need to be included.

Students should be aware that
governments and security services often
argue that they cannot keep their
citizens safe from terrorism and other
attacks unless they have access to
private data.
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Changes in old 8520 specification order
Old Topic 1: Fundamentals of algorithms
8520
Spec

3.1.1.d

Learning Objective

8525
Additional Information

Use a systematic approach to
Any exam question
problem
solving
and
algorithm
where
students
are
AQA have requested that their content
not
creation representing those
given pseudo-code will
be listed in this comparison document.
algorithms using pseudo-code
use the AQA standard
Please
see OCR and Edexcelversion.
comparison
and flowcharts.
However,
documents for how this had when
beenstudents
originally
are
theirmore
own
presented. Apologies that thiswriting
creates
pseudo-code
they may
work for you as teachers. OCR
and Edexcel
do so using any form
have been much more accommodating.
as long as the meaning
is clear and
unambiguous.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Spec

3.1.1.d

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Use a systematic approach to
Any exam question where
problem
solving
and
students
are givennot
pseudoAQA have requested that their content
be
algorithm creation
code will use the AQA
listed
in
this
comparison
document.
Please
see
representing those
standard version.
OCR
and Edexcel
comparison documents for how
algorithms
using pseudoExam questions
will indicate
this
originally presented.
Apologies
codehad
and been
flowcharts.
the form
of
that this creates more work for you
as teachers.
response expected. For
OCR and Edexcel have been
much
more
example,
pseudo-code,
program
code
or
a flowchart.
accommodating.
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What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Low
Added

Prepare students that
paper 1 exam
questions may also be
presented in program
code based on the
entry component
chosen.

Provided courtesy of www.gcsecs.org

Old Topic 2: Programming
8520
Spec

Learning Objective

3.2.2.a

Use, understand and
know how the following
statement types can be
combined in programs:
• variable declaration
• constant declaration
• assignment
• iteration
• selection
• subroutine
(procedure/function)

8525
Additional Information

Spec

Learning Objective

3.2.2.a

Use, understand and know
how the following
statement types can be
combined in programs:
• variable declaration
• constant declaration
• assignment
• iteration
• selection
• subroutine
(procedure/function)

The three combining principles
(sequence, iteration/repetition and
selection/choice) are basic to all
imperative programming languages.
Students should be able to write
programs using these statement
types. They should be able to
interpret algorithms that include
these statement types.

Students should know why named
constants and variables are used.
A theoretical understanding of
condition(s) at either end of an
iterative structure is required,
regardless of whether they are
by the not
requested that supported
their content
language(s) being used.

3.2.2.b

An example of indefinite iteration
with the condition at the start
would be:
WHILE NotSolved
… Instructions here …
ENDWHILE

Students should be able to write
programs using these statement
types. They should be able to
interpret and write algorithms that
include these statement types.

Low
Added

3.2.2.b

(condition controlled)
iteration, including
indefinite iteration with the
condition(s) at the start or
the end of the iterative
structure.

An example of indefinite (condition
controlled) iteration with the
condition at the start would be:
WHILE NotSolved
… Instructions here …
ENDWHILE

Examples of indefinite iteration with
the condition at the end would be:
REPEAT
… Instructions here …
UNTIL Solved

REPEAT
… Instructions here …
UNTIL Solved

DO
... instructions here ...
WHILE NotSolved
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Students were having
to write algorithms
anyway so this is just
tidying up the
specification.

As the terms count
controlled and
condition controlled
are now included in
the specification, these
could be tested in the
exam so ensure your
teaching covers these
terms.

AQA have
listed in this comparison document. Please see
OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents
how
An example
of definitefor
(count
iteration
would be:
this had been originallycontrolled)
presented.
Apologies
that this creates more work forFOR
you
as teachers.
i 1 TO 5
OCR and Edexcel have been
much
more
… Instructions here
…
Use definite (count
ENDFOR
accommodating.
controlled) and indefinite

An example of indefinite iteration
with the condition at the end would
be:

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

The three combining principles
(sequence, iteration/repetition and
selection/choice) are basic to all
imperative programming languages.

Students should know why named
constants and variables are used.
A theoretical understanding of
condition(s) at either end of an
iterative structure is required,
regardless of whether they are
supported
by the
requested that their
content
not be
language(s) being used.

AQA have
be listed in this comparison document.
Please see OCR andAnEdexcel
comparison
example of
definite iteration
would be:
documents for how this had been
originally
presented. Apologies that this
creates more
FOR i 1 TO 5
work for you as teachers.… Instructions
OCR and here
Edexcel
…
ENDFOR
Use
have
definite
been
andmuch more accommodating.

indefinite iteration,
including indefinite
iteration with the
condition(s) at the start
or the end of the
iterative structure.

Additional Information

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Low
Added

The addition of the DO
… WHILE example of
indefinite iteration
with conditions at the
end is to cover the way
different languages use
indefinite iteration. It’s
best to stick to AQA’s
pseudo-code here
which is REPEAT …
UNTIL rather than
confusing students
with DO … WHILE as
any questions in exams
will be presented with
AQA pseudo-code.
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8520
Spec

3.2.6.c

Learning Objective

8525
Additional Information

Use records (or
equivalent) in the
design of solutions to
simple problems.

Spec

What difference does it make?

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Impact
Summary

What you need to do

Low
Clarified

Previously there was no AQA pseudo-code.
Students already had to understand the
RECORD structure but in no particular
format. Paper 1 exam questions can now
include questions with this RECORD
structure in pseudo-code. Ensure students
are familiar with this structure.

Medium
Removed

No longer a need to teach file handling

None
Clarified

Just a change of words

Low
Added

Students needed to do this for the
Programming Project anyway, so this
specification point just means that it can
now be examined in Paper 1. There may
be a theoretical question on what the
purpose of testing is.

An example of a record

3.2.6.c

AQA have requested that definition
their content
not
would be:
be listed in this comparisonRECORD
document.
Car
Use Please
records (or
equivalent)
: String
see
OCR and Edexcelmake
comparison
in the design of solutions to
model : String
documents
for how this had been
originally
simple problems.
reg : String
: Real more
presented. Apologies that thisprice
creates
noOfDoors
Integer
work for you as teachers. OCR
and :Edexcel
ENDRECORD

3.2.7.c

3.2.10.a

Be able to read/write
from/to a text file.

Not AQA 8525

Know that a subroutine is a
named ‘out of line’ block of
Understand
the requested that their
AQA have
code that may be executed
concept of
content not be
listed
in thiswriting its
(called)
by simply
subroutines
namePlease
in a program
comparison document.
see
statement.

OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents for how this had been
originally
presented.
Apologies that
Not
AQA 8520
this creates more work for you as
teachers. OCR and Edexcel have
been much more accommodating.

3.2.12.c

Be able to select
suitable test data that
covers normal
(typical), boundary
(extreme) and
erroneous data.
Be able to justify the
choice of test data.

3.2.10.a

3.2.11.c

3.2.11.d

Understand the concept of
subroutines

Understand what is meant
by testing in the context of
algorithms
and requested
programs.
AQA have
that

their content not
be
listed
in
this
comparison
document.
Be able to correct errors
Please
see
OCR
and
Edexcel
comparison
within algorithms and
programs.for how this had been originally
documents
Boundary data would be for
Understand
whatApologies
test data
presented.
that thisexample:
creates more
is
and
describe
the
work for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
following types of test data:
If the
allowed range is 1 to 10,
have
been
much more
accommodating.
• normal
(typical)
• boundary (extreme)
• erroneous data.

2.12.c

3.2.11.e

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Students should know that a
subroutine is a named ‘out of
line’ block of code that may be
executed (called) by simply
writing its name in a program
statement.

then boundary data is 0, 1, 10,
11, ie either side of the allowed
boundary.

Be able to select and justify
the choice of suitable test
data for a given problem.
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Low
Clarified

This has just been separated into two
separate learning objectives. Students
could now be asked to describe different
types of test data.
A small addition of being able to correct
errors which means this can be tested in
Paper 1.
Clarification of what boundary data means.
Also note that justification of the choice of
test data must now be in the context of a
question.
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8520
Spec

Learning Objective

8525
Additional Information

Spec

Learning Objective

3.2.11.f

Understand that there are
different types of error:
• syntax error
• logic error.

3.2.11.g

Be able to identify and
categorise errors within
algorithms and programs.

Additional Information

Not AQA 8520

3.2.13.a

Know that there are different
levels of programming language:
• low-level language
• high-level language.

Students should
understand that most
computer programs are
written in high-level
languages and be able to
explain why this is the
case.

3.4.4.a

Know that there are different
levels of programming language:
• low-level language
• high-level language.

Students should understand
that most computer programs
are written in high-level
AQA have requested that their
content
languages
and benot
able be
to
Explain the main differences
explain why this
is the case.
listed
in
this
comparison
document.
Please
see
between low-level and high-level
languages.
OCR and
Edexcel comparison documents for how

this had been originally presented. Apologies

AQA have requested that their content not

3.2.13.d

Understand that ultimately all
be listed in this comparison document.
programming code written in highseelanguages
OCR and
Edexcel comparison
levelPlease
or assembly
must
bedocuments
translated intofor
machine
howcode.
this had been originally

3.4.4.c

presented. Apologies that this creates more
work forthat
youthere
as teachers.
OCR and Edexcel
Understand
are three
common
types
of
program
have been much more accommodating.
translator:
• interpreter
• compiler
• assembler.

3.2.13.g

Explain the main differences
between these three types of
translator.
Understand when it would be
appropriate to use each type of
translator.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

3.4.4.e

Understand that ultimately all
that this creates
more
programming
code written
in work for you as teachers.
high-level
or assembly
languages
OCR
and Edexcel
have been much more
must be translated
accommodating.
Understand that machine code is
expressed in binary and is
specific to a processor or family
of processors.
Understand that there are three
Students need to know that:
common types of program
translator:
• assemblers and compilers
• interpreter
translate their input into
• compiler
machine code directly
• assembler.
• interpreters do not generate
Explain the main differences
machine code directly (they
between these three types of
call appropriate machine code
translator.
subroutines within their own
code to carry out commands).
Understand when it would be
appropriate to use each type of
translator.
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What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary
Students will need to
Medium
be taught the
Added
difference between
syntax and logic errors
and questions in paper
1 may ask them to
explain this or they
Medium
may be presented with
Added
some errors which
they have to categorise
as syntax or logic.
As well as knowing
there are different
levels, students should
be able to explain the
Low
main differences
Added
between them.
Differences are any
differences, not just
advantages and
disadvantages.

Low
Added
Clarified

Students need to
understand that
different families of
processors use
different binary
patterns for machine
code.
These 2 learning
objectives have been
clarified to show that
assembly language
isn’t actually translated
into machine code.
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Old Topic 3: Fundamentals of data representation
8520
Spec

3.3.3.b

3.3.6.a

8525

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Know that quantities of bytes can
be described
using prefixes.
Know the names, symbols and
corresponding values for the
decimal prefixes:
• kilo, 1 kB is 1,000 bytes
• mega, 1 MB is 1,000 kilobytes
• giga, 1 GB is 1,000 Megabytes
• tera, 1 TB is 1,000 Gigabytes.

Students might benefit from
knowing that
historically the terms kilobyte,
megabyte, etc have often been
used to represent powers of 2.

The SI units of kilo, mega and
so forth refer to values based
on powers of 10. When
referring to powers of 2 the
terms kibi, mebi and so forth
would normally be used but
students do not need to know
these.
Students should know that the
term pixel is short for Picture
Element.
A pixel is
a single
AQA have requested that their
content
not
be
Understand what a pixel is and be
point in a graphical image.
listed
in this
able
to describe
howcomparison
pixels relate document. Please see
toOCR
an image
the waycomparison
images
VDUs
display pictures
by
andand
Edexcel
documents
for how
are
displayed.
dividing
the
display
screen
this had been originally presented. Apologiesinto
thousands (or millions) of
that this creates more workpixels,
for arranged
you as teachers.
into rows and
columns.
OCR and Edexcel have been much
more

Spec

3.3.3.b

3.3.6.b

Know that the size of a bitmap
image in pixels (width x height) is
known as the image resolution.

3.3.6.e

Calculate bitmap image file sizes
based on the number of pixels
and colour depth.

expressed directly as width of
image in pixels by height of
image in pixels using the
notation width x height.

3.3.6.a

Students might benefit from
knowing that
historically the terms kilobyte,
megabyte, etc have often been
used to represent powers of 2.
The SI units of kilo, mega and
so forth refer to values based
on powers of 10. When
referring to powers of 2 the
terms kibi, mebi and so forth
would normally be used but
students do not need to know
these.

Low
Added

You would probably
teach this anyway, but
now questions in Paper
2 could now ask about
how many kilobytes in
16 terabytes for
example.

Understand what a pixel is and
Understand what a pixel is and
this comparison
document.
Please
see
belisted
able toin
describe
how pixels
be able to describe
how pixels
relate
an image
and the
way
relate
to an image and
way
OCR toand
Edexcel
comparison
documents
forthehow
images are displayed.
images are displayed.

Low
Clarified

This has just removed
some unhelpful
additional information.

Low
Clarified

The term “image size”
was often confused
with “file size” so this
means questions in an
exam would
specifically refer to the
size of an image in
pixels rather than
asking “What is the
size of this image”.

None
Clarified

This makes no
difference.

this had been originally presented. Apologies
that this creates more work for you as teachers.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
accommodating.
The size of an image is

3.3.6.b

Describe the following for
bitmaps:
• size in pixels
• colour depth.

Know that the size of a bitmap
image in pixels (width x height) is
known as the image resolution.

Students only need to use
colour depth and number of
pixels within their calculations.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Additional Information

AQA have requested that their content not be

Colour depth is the number of
bits used to represent each
pixel.

Size bits = W x H x D
Size bytes = W x H x D /8
W = image width
H = image height
D = colour depth in bits.

Know that quantities of bytes
can be described
using prefixes.
Know the names, symbols and
corresponding values for the
decimal prefixes:
• kilo, 1 kB is 1,000 bytes
• mega, 1 MB is 1,000 kilobytes
• giga, 1 GB is 1,000 Megabytes
• tera, 1 TB is 1,000 Gigabytes.
Be able to compare quantities of
bytes using the prefixes above.

accommodating.
The size of an image is

Describe the following for
bitmaps:
• image size
• colour depth.

Learning Objective

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

3.3.6.e

Calculate bitmap image file sizes
based on the number of pixels
and colour depth.
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expressed directly as width of
image in pixels by height of
image in pixels using the
notation width x height.
Colour depth is the number of
bits used to represent each
pixel.
Students only need to use
colour depth and number of
pixels within their calculations.
Size = (bits) = W x H x D
Size = (bytes) = W x H x D /8
W = image width
H = image height
D = colour depth in bits.
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8520
Spec

Learning Objective
Convert binary data into
a black and white image.

3.3.6.f

8525
Additional Information

Given a binary pattern that represents a
black and white bitmap, students should be
able to draw the resulting image as a series
of pixels.

3.3.6.g

Convert a black and
white image into binary
data.

Given a black and white bitmap, students
should be able to write down a bit pattern
that represents the image.

3.3.7.c

Sampling rate is the number of samples
Describe the digital
taken in a second and is usually measured in
representation of sound
hertz (1 Hertz = 1 sample per second).
in terms of:
AQA
have
requested
that
their content not be listed
• sampling rate
Sample
resolution
is the number
of bits
this resolution.
comparison document.
Please
see OCR
andper
•in
sample
sample.

Spec

3.3.6.f

3.3.6.g

3.3.7.c

Edexcel comparison documents for how this had
Students should
be familiar with
process
been originally presented.
Apologies
thatthe
this
of
using
a
tree
to
represent
the
Huffman
creates more work for you as teachers. OCR and
Explain how data can be
code.
Edexcel have
compressed
using been much more accommodating.
3.3.8.b

Huffman coding.
Be able to
interpret/create
Huffman trees.

3.3.8.e

Represent data in RLE
frequency/data pairs.
Students could be given
a bitmap representation

Students should be able to create or
interpret a new Huffman tree or use a given
Huffman tree to:
• determine the code used for a particular
node within the tree (encoding)
• determine the node within a tree given its
code (decoding)
Students could be given a bitmap
representation and they would be expected
to show the frequency and value pairs for
each row,
eg 0000011100000011

3.3.8.b

Learning Objective

Additional Information

Convert binary data
into a bitmap image.

Given a binary pattern that
represents a simple
bitmap, students should be
able to draw the resulting
image as a series of pixels.

Given a simple bitmap,
students should be able to
write down a bit pattern
that represents the image.
Sampling rate is the
number of samples taken in
Describe the digital
a second
andtheir
is usually
AQA have requested
that
representation of
measured
ininhertz
(1 Hertz
content
not
be
listed
this
sound in terms of:
= 1 sample per second).
•comparison
sampling rate document. Please see
• sample resolution.
Sample
resolution is the
OCR and Edexcel
comparison
number
of
sample.
documents for how this bits
hadper
been
Convert a bitmap
image into binary
data.

originally presented. Apologies that
this creates moreExplain
workhow
fordata
youcan
asbe
Explain how data can
teachers.using
OCR andcompressed
Edexcel have
be compressed
using
Huffman
coding. more accommodating.
Huffman coding.
been much
Be able to interpret
Huffman trees.

3.3.8.e

Represent data in RLE
frequency/data pairs.

would become 5 0 3 1 6 0 2 1.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary
The restriction to black and white
images has now been removed.
However, there is no indication as to
High
what a “simple bitmap” is. Students
Added
need to be taught how to convert
between binary and colour images
when the colour depth is known,
possibly up to a bit depth of 4.

Be able to interpret
Huffman trees.

Students could be given a
bitmap representation and
they would be expected to
show the frequency and
value pairs for each row,
eg 0000011100000011

None

None
It’s a shame that AQA didn’t take
the opportunity to remove this
unusual term “sample resolution”
and replace it with the industry
standard “bit depth” for sound

High
Removed

After adding in the need to create
Huffman trees in the last
specification, most teachers will be
relieved to see that it has now been
removed and it’s back to being able
to interpret Huffman trees instead
and explaining how Huffman coding
works. It’s still worth teaching
higher ability students how to
create a Huffman tree as it aids their
understanding of how they work.

None

This has just moved a sentence from
the Learning Objective to Additional
Information.

would become 5 0 3 1 6 0 2
1.
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Old Topic 4: Computer systems
8520

8525

Spec

Learning Objective

Additional Information

3.4.2.a

Construct truth tables for the
following gates:
NOT
AND
OR.

Students do not need to
know about or use
NAND, NOR and XOR
gates.

3.4.2.a

Students should be able
to construct truth tables
which contain up to
their content
not
three inputs.

3.4.2.b

3.4.2.b

Construct truth tables for simple
logic circuits.

Spec

Interpret
the results
of simple
AQA
have
requested
that
truth tables.
be listed in this comparison document.
Students should be able
Please see OCR and Edexcel
comparison
to construct simple logic
documents for how this had circuit
beendiagrams
originally
which
up tomore
three
presented. Apologies that thiscontain
creates
work for you as teachers. OCR andinputs.
Edexcel
have been much more accommodating.
Students will only need
3.4.2.c

Create, modify and interpret
simple logic circuit diagrams.

to use AND, OR and NOT
gates within logic
circuits.
Students will be
expected to understand
and use the following
logic circuit symbols:
AND
NOT
OR

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Learning Objective
Construct truth tables for the
following gates:
NOT
AND
OR
XOR.
Construct truth tables for simple
logic circuits using combinations
of NOT, AND, OR and XOR gates.

Additional Information

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Students do not need to know
about or use NAND, and NOR
gates.

Students should be able to
construct truth tables which
containcontent
up to three
inputs.
their
not
be

AQA have
requested
Interpret
the results
of simple that
truth
tables.
listed in this comparison document.

Please see
OCR and Edexcel comparison documents for how
this had
been
originally presented. Apologies
Create,
modify
and interpret
simplethis
logic creates
circuit diagrams.
that
more work for you as teachers.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
Students will only need to use
NOT, AND, OR andaccommodating.
XOR
gates within logic circuits.

3.4.2.c

Students will be expected to
understand and use the
following logic circuit symbols:
AND
NOT
OR
XOR
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Students should be able to
construct simple logic circuit
diagrams which contain up to
three inputs.

Medium
Added

You now need to teach
students about XOR
gates as well as AND,
OR, NOT.
XOR gates aren’t too
difficult, but it means a
lot of changes to
teaching materials.
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8520
Spec

Learning Objective

8525
Additional Information

Spec

3.4.2.d
Not AQA 8520

Not AQA 8520

3.4.2.e

Understand the need for, and
functions of, operating systems
(OS) and utility programs.
3.4.3.b

AQA have
that their content not
Understand
thatrequested
the OS handles
management
the:comparison document.
be
listed in ofthis
processor(s)
Please
see OCR and Edexcel comparison
memory
documents
for how this had been originally
I/O devices
application
presented.
Apologies that this creates more
security
work for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
have been much more accommodating.

3.4.4.a

3.4.3.b

Learning Objective

Students will be expected to
understand and use the
following Boolean expression
operators:
. to represent the AND gate
Create and interpret simple
+ to represent the OR gate
Boolean expressions made up of
⊕ to represent the XOR gate
NOT, AND, OR and XOR
Overbar to represent the NOT
operations.
gate
For example the expression (A
AQA have requested that their content
AND B) ORnot be
(NOT
C)
would
represented
listed in this comparison document. be
Please
see
as:
OCR and Edexcel comparison documents
for
how
A.B+C
thisthe
had
beenexpression
originally presented. Apologies
Create
Boolean
for athis
simple
logic circuit.
that
creates
more work for you as teachers.

High
Added

It’s possible you may
have been teaching
this anyway (but
without XOR) to help
with understanding
Boolean logic, but
expressions can now
be tested on Paper 2.
You’ll need to ensure
students can create a
logic circuit if they are
presented with a
Boolean expression
and write a Boolean
expression for a given
logic circuit.

Low
None

Just a clarification

Low
Removed

Although there’s no
need to teach the term
‘Von Neumann”, in the
new 3.4.5a the
architecture used is
that of a Von Neumann
architecture.

OCR
and
Edexcel
Create
a logic
circuit
from a have been much more
accommodating.
simple Boolean expression.
Understand the need for, and
functions of, operating systems
(OS) and utility programs.
Understand that the OS handles
management of the:
processor(s)
memory
input/output I/O devices
applications
security

Explain the Von Neumann
architecture

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Additional Information

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Not AQA 8525
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8520
Spec

3.4.4.b

Learning Objective

8525
Additional Information

Explain the role and operation
of main memory and the
following major components of
a central processing unit (CPU): A bus is a collection of
wires through which
• arithmetic
logic unit that their
AQA
have requested
content
not
data
• control unit
be listed
in this comparison
document.from
is transmitted
• clock
Please see
OCR
and
Edexcel
comparison
one
component to
• bus.
documents for how this had beenanother.
originally

Spec

3.4.5.a

3.4.4.c

Not AQA 8520

3.4.5.c

Not AQA 8520

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Explain the role and operation of
main memory and the following
major components of a central
processing unit (CPU):
• arithmetic logic unit
• control unit
• clock
• register
• bus.

Additional Information
A bus is a collection of wires
through which data
is transmitted from one
component to another.
Knowledge of specific registers
is not required.

Main memory will be
considered to be any form of
memory that is directly
accessible by the CPU, except
for cache
and registers.
requested that their
content
not be

presented. Apologies that this creates more
work for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
have
more accommodating.
Explain
the been
effect ofmuch
the following
on the
performance of the CPU:
• clock speed
• number of processor cores
• cache size
• cache type.

Learning Objective

3.4.5.d

AQA have
Explaininthe
effect
of the
listed
this
comparison
document. Please see
following on the
OCR
and
Edexcel
comparison
documents for how
performance of the CPU:
this had
been
• clock
speedoriginally presented. Apologies
•that
number
processormore
cores work for you as teachers.
thisofcreates
• cache size.
OCR and Edexcel have been much more
accommodating.
Understand the different types
of memory within a computer:
• RAM
• ROM
• Cache
• Register.
Know what the different types of
memory are used for and why
they are required.
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What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Low
Added
Clarified

You’ll need to teach
students what registers
are used for, but they
won’t need to know
what each one does,
e.g. no need to know
MAR, MBR, PC, ACC
etc. However, it might
be a useful teaching
exercise to use an
example or to stretch
more able students.

Low
Removed

You no longer need to
discuss different levels
of cache and their
performance on the
processor.
RAM, ROM and Cache
had to be taught
anyway for 3.4.4b and
3.4.4e so there’s not
much extra here.

Medium
Added

Registers have been
mentioned in the new
3.4.5a.
Students will need to
know examples of
when these different
types of memory are
used and why.
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8520
Spec

Learning Objective
Understand the differences
between main
memory and secondary storage.
Understand the differences

3.4.4.e

3.4.4.h

8525
Additional Information

Students should
understand that cloud
storage uses magnetic
and increasingly solid
state storage at a remote
location.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Learning Objective

Additional Information
Students should be able to
explain the terms volatile and
non-volatile.

Students should be able
to explain the terms
volatile and non-volatile.

AQA
have
requested
between
RAM
and ROM. that their content not
be listed in this comparison
document.
Secondary
storage is
considered
to be any
Please see OCR and Edexcel
comparison
non-volatile storage
documents for how this hadmechanism
been originally
not directly
presented. Apologies that this
creates
more
accessible
by the
CPU.
work for you as teachers. OCR and Edexcel
have been much more accommodating.
Explain the term 'cloud storage'

Spec

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

3.4.5.e

3.4.5.i

Understand the differences
Main memory will be
AQA between
have requested
that their
content
notform
beof
main
considered
to be any
memory
and
secondary
storage.
memory
that
is
directly
listed in this comparison document. Please see
accessible by the CPU, except
OCR
and Edexcel comparison for
documents
for how
Understand the differences
cache and registers.
this
had
been
originally
presented.
Apologies
between RAM and ROM.
is
that this creates more work forSecondary
you asstorage
teachers.
considered to be any nonOCR and Edexcel havevolatile
beenstorage
muchmechanism
more not
accommodating.
directly accessible by the CPU.

Explain the term 'cloud storage'
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Students should understand
that cloud storage uses
magnetic and/or solid state
storage at a remote location.

Low
Clarified

None
Clarified

This has just removed
an unhelpful word in
the Additional
Information.

Provided courtesy of www.gcsecs.org

Old Topic 5: Fundamentals of computer networks
8520
Spec

Learning Objective

8525
Additional Information

Spec

Define what a computer
network is.
3.5.1.a

3.5.1.c

Discuss the benefits and
risks of computer
networks.
Understand that networks
can be wired or
wireless.

3.5.0.a

Know that wired
networks can use
different types of cable
such as fibre and copper
and when each would be
appropriate.

3.5.0.c

their content
not be listed in this comparison
document. Please see OCR and Edexcel
comparison documents for how this had
been originally presented. Apologies
that this creates more work for you as
teachers. OCR and Edexcel have been
more accommodating.
Explainmuch
the following

3.5.1.h

Additional Information

Define what a computer
network is.

Discuss the benefits and
risks of wireless
networks as opposed to
wired
networks.
AQA
have
requested that

methods of network
security:
• authentication
• encryption
• firewall
• MAC address filtering.

Learning Objective

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of computer
networks.
Understand that networks
can be wired or
wireless.
Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of wireless
networks as opposed to
wired networks.

Advantages and
benefits are pretty
much the same thing.

Low
Added
Know that wired networks can use different
types of cable such as fibre and copper and
when each would be appropriate.

Disadvantages though
include more than just
the risks so this allows
questions to include
disadvantages that
aren’t risks, for
example lower
bandwidth for wireless
in many situations.

should be able to explain, using
AQA have requested that Students
their content
not be listed in this
examples, what each of these security
comparison document.methods
Please
seewhen
OCReach
and
Edexcel
is and
could
be used.
comparison documents for how this had been originally
should understand how these
presented. Apologies thatStudents
this creates
more work for you
methods can work together to provide a
as teachers. OCR and Edexcelgreater
havelevel
been
much more
of security.
accommodating.

3.5.0.h

Explain the following
methods of network security:
• authentication
• encryption
• firewall
• MAC address filtering.

The capabilities of firewalls have changed
dramatically in recent years and will continue
to do so. Students should be aware that a
firewall is a network security device that
monitors incoming and outgoing network
traffic and decides whether to allow or block
specific traffic
based on a defined set of security rules.

None
Clarified

This just clarifies the
scope that AQA are
looking for in terms of
understanding what a
firewall does.

Students should understand that MAC address
filtering allows devices to access, or be
blocked from accessing a network based on
their
physical address embedded within the
device’s network adapter.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525
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Old Topic 6: Cyber security
8520
Spec

Learning Objective

3.6.1.a

Understand and be able to explain
the following cyber security
threats:
• social engineering techniques
• malicious code
• weak and default passwords
• misconfigured access rights
• removable media
• unpatched and/or outdated
software.

8525
Additional Information

Spec

Learning Objective

3.6.2.a

Understand and be able to
explain the following cyber
security threats:
• social engineering techniques
• malicious code
• pharming
• weak and default passwords
• misconfigured access rights
• removable media
• unpatched and/or outdated
software.

Penetration testing is the
process of attempting to
AQA have requested that their
content
not
gain access
to resources
without
knowledge
be listed in this comparison document. of
usernames, passwords
Please see OCR and Edexcel
comparison
and other normal means
documents for how this had beenoforiginally
access.

Explain what penetration testing is
and what it is used for.

penetration test is to
simulate a malicious
insider who has
knowledge of and
possibly basic credentials
for the target system.

Low
Clarified

Low
Clarified

This just clarifies what
black-box penetration
testing is

Penetration testing is the

3.6.2.b

Explain what penetration testing
is and what it is used for.

a malicious insider who has
knowledge of and possibly
basic credentials for the target
system.
Students should understand
that the aim of a black-box
penetration test is to simulate
an external hacking or cyber
warfare attack where the
attacker has no knowledge of
any credentials for the target
system..

Students should
understand that the aim
of a black-box
penetration test is to
simulate an external
hacking or cyber warfare
attack.

Comparison of AQA GCSE Computer Science 8520 and 8525

Pharming is a cyber attack
intended to redirect a
website's traffic to a fake
website.

Pharming had been
included within the list
of social engineering
examples in 8520, but
it’s not really social
engineering so has
been moved here.

AQA have requested thatprocess
their content
nottobe
of attempting
gain
access
to
resources
without
listed in this comparison document. Please
see
knowledge of usernames,
OCR and Edexcel comparison
documents for how
passwords and other normal
this had been originally presented.
means ofApologies
access.
that this creates more work for you as teachers.
should understand
OCR and Edexcel have Students
been
much
more
that the aim of a white-box
accommodating.
penetration test is to simulate

presented. Apologies that this creates more
Students should
work for you as teachers. OCR
and Edexcel
understand that the aim
have been much more accommodating.
of a white-box
3.6.1.b

Additional Information

What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary
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Old Topic 7: Ethical, legal and environmental impacts of digital technology on wider society, including issues of privacy
8520
Spec

3.7.0.a

Learning
Objective

8525
Additional Information

Exam questions will be taken from the
following areas:
• cyber security
• mobile technologies
• wireless networking
• cloud storage
• theft of computer code
• issues around copyright of algorithms
• cracking
Explain the
• hacking
AQAethical,
have requested• that
their
content not
current
wearable
technologies
legal
and
•
computer
based
implants.
be listed in this comparison document.
environmental
Please see OCR
and Edexcel comparison
impacts and
Students will be expected to understand
documents
how
thisthe
had
been
originally
risks
of digital forand
explain
general
principles
behind
technology
on Apologies
the issues
rather
have detailed
presented.
that
thisthan
creates
more
society. Where
knowledge on specific issues.
work for you as teachers.
OCR and Edexcel
data privacy
have
been much
more
accommodating.
issues
arise
Students
should
be aware that ordinary
these should be
citizens normally value their privacy and
considered.
may not like it when governments or
security services have too
much access.

Spec

3.8.0.a

Learning
Objective

Additional Information

Exam questions will be taken from the following
areas:
• cyber security
• mobile technologies
• wireless networking
• cloud storage
• hacking (unauthorised access to a computer
Explain the
system)
AQAethical,
have requested •that
theirtechnologies
content not be
current
wearable
legal
and
•
computer
based
implants
listed in this comparison document.
Please see
environmental
• autonomous vehicles.
OCR
and
Edexcel
comparison
documents
for how
impacts and
this
had beenStudents
originally
presented.
Apologies
risks
of digital
will be
expected to understand
and
technology
explain
the general
the issues
that thisoncreates
more
work principles
for you behind
as teachers.
society. Where
than have detailed knowledge on specific
OCR and rather
Edexcel
have been
much more
data privacy
issues.
accommodating.
issues arise
these should be
Students should be aware that ordinary citizens
considered.
normally value their privacy and may not like it
when governments or security services have too
much access.

Students should be aware that
governments and security services often
argue that they cannot keep their citizens
safe from terrorism and other
attacks unless they have access to private
data.
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What difference does it make?
Impact
What you need to do
Summary

Medium
Added
Removed

“Theft of computer
code”, “issues around
copyright of
algorithms” and
“cracking” no longer
need to be taught.
Hacking has just been
clarified.
Issues related to
autonomous vehicles
now need to be
included.

Students should be aware that governments and
security services often argue that they cannot
keep their citizens safe from terrorism and other
attacks unless they have access to private data.
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Old Topic 8: Aspects of software development
This section has been removed and skills are covered throughout topic 2 and the programming task(s)
New Topic 7: Relational databases and structured query language (SQL)
This section did not appear in the 8520 specification and so is completely new to 8525. There are therefore no references to 8520.
8525
3.7.1.a
3.7.1.b

Learning Objective
Explain the concept of a database.
Explain the concept of a relational database.

3.7.1.c

Understand the following database concepts:
• table
• record
• field
• primary key
• foreign key.
Understand that the use of a relational database facilitates the
elimination of data inconsistency and data redundancy.

3.7.2.a

Additional Information

Note that whilst the terms entity, attribute and
entity identifier are more commonly used when
an abstract model of a database is being
considered, the terms given here will be used for
both implementations of and abstract models of
databases.

requested
thatfrom
their
content
not be listed in this comparison document.
BeAQA
able tohave
use SQL
to retrieve data
a relational
database,
commands:
Please see OCRusing
andtheEdexcel
comparison documents for
how
this had
been that
originally
Exam
questions
will require
data is
• SELECT
extracted
from
noteachers.
more than two
tables
presented. Apologies
that
this
creates
more
work
for
you
as
OCR
andfor any
• FROM
one query.
• WHEREhave been much more accommodating.
Edexcel
• ORDER BY…ASC | DESC
Be able to use SQL to insert data into a relational database using
the commands.

You also need to ensure students understand the terminology listed
and can give examples and identify examples.
Students should understand the benefits of a relational database in
terms of removing data inconsistency and data redundancy which
will involve an understanding of flat files to show what inconsistency
and redundancy looks like.

Similar to OCR, you now need to teach SQL but unlike OCR you also
need to include ORDER BY and retrieval of data from more than one
table.
In addition, you need to teach about using SQL to modify data in a
database which will include inserting a new record, updating
existing data in a field(s) and deleting records from a table where a
condition is met.

INSERT INTO table_name (column1, column 2 …)
VALUES (value1, value2 …)
3.7.2.b

What you need to do
You’ll now need to teach about what a database is and a relational
database with multiple tables. There is no clarification as to how
many tables this could be limited to, so assume the need to deal
with at least 2 tables. It’s unlikely that resolving many to many
relationships would be required.

Be able to use SQL to edit and delete data in a database using the
commands.

This is something that would only be appropriate to teach to higher
ability students.

UPDATE table_name
SET column1 = value1, column2 = value2 ...
WHERE condition
DELETE FROM table_name WHERE condition
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